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EDITORIAL
Upland's
Change!
institution is closer than a friend, it's a memA
ber of the family. Separation, parting with an institution becomes quite emotional. Personalities, sacrifice,
CHURCH'S

devotion and tears, mingled together for decades develop
tenderest of ties and concerns that ponder the depths.

Upland College, Upland, California, has been sold.
Many and varied are the comments that can rightfully pay
tribute to more than four decades of meaningful ministry.
Upland has been a medium for service. Stalwart, dedicated, sacrificing Christians fabricated their best into its
meaning and ministry. Staff members who strove amid
sacrifice to acquire necessary and qualified training did
not hesitate to serve Upland College on a subsistence level.
Dedicated Christians, members of the Upland congregation in particular, ministered through Upland College.
Even beyond the line of duty, the Upland congregation
provided a life stream of gifts and contributions.
Some who would most keenly feel the loss are no
longer with us. Already they are viewing Upland's ministry
from the side of "sure knowledge." Some who were
present and active in church life when Upland came into
being certainly feel deeply amid the crisis that brings
a change in Upland's course.
A change, a crisis, a situation that presently leaves no
alternative, always demands the best in objectivity. The
demise of Upland College calls for exactly this throughout
the Brotherhood. Indictments, self or others, can do little
that is constructive, much that is harmful. Then too, indictments can easily be misdirected.
When Upland College came into being, distance between Pennsylvania and California involved days instead
of hours. The training program of 1920-21, the first year
of Upland's operation, stands in marked contrast to the
final year 1964-65.
Changes in travel, educational needs, stewardship responsibilities; these and other variables over four decades
high light the importance of review and study of the
Church's program. Administration must constantly concern itself with changes, pro or con, that affect the ongoing of a program.
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Upland's change from Brethren in Christ to the Salvation Army represents a continuing ministry. As an
educational unit and conference grounds, many of the
concerns for Christian ministry and dedication will be
continued. This makes the transaction take on more of the
nature of a transfer, less of the atmosphere of disposal.
A host of men and women, alumni and former students
remember Upland's unique contribution to their college
days. Many wavering, restless youth found spiritual stability amid the atmosphere that pervaded its halls and classrooms. Christian parents, within and without the
denomination, are deeply grateful for invaluable spiritual
ministries rendered by the faculty and administration.
Then too, youth found in Upland a vision for service.
Life as a minister, pastor or missionary was accepted or
verified as a call. The professions loomed as an opportunity
for a Christian ministry. A call for Christian dedication
was pre-eminent, regardless of the profession or sphere of
service.
Certain intangibles cannot be sold or terminated with
the sale of Upland College Campus. These remain and will
continue to bless the Church's ministry for decades to come.
J.N.H.

The Self-Sufficient at Thanksgiving
Norman A.

Wingert

Give thanks, you say?
You mean that I should bow and say
A "thank you" on Thanksgiving Day
When I, who labored hard and late,
Did by myself my wealth create?
Give thanks to an ethereal God
When it was I who turned the sod?
Give thanks?
'Tis rather I who should be thanked
For having—singlehanded—banked
Sufficing sum for all my life,
Enough for all my sons and wife.
Nor man, nor State, nor God need give
Me help. Should therefore they not give
Me thanks? My self-sufficiency
Does 'way with a mendiciency
That sponges on society.
I hate a "show-off" piety.
I like strong-man virility.
Give thanks? Indeed!
To me.
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A Thanksgiving
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The
Annoyed
Secretary
Rev. Elmer Sandberg
First Church had invited Christians to testify. It was
A
just one week before Thanksgiving Day, an appropriate
T THE WEDNESDAY NIGHT

prayer meeting the pastor of

time to testify of God's goodness. Not many had come to
pray, and they were unprepared to witness. There followed
a painful pause. Usually there was someone able to say
something.
At long last the pastor preached a brief message, a
Bible study. The meeting was over. Everyone was a little
embarrassed, and the pastor not a little depressed. Thursday, Friday came and went, days when he usually prepared his Sunday sermons. But he was just as dry and
devoid of Thanksgiving thoughts as his congregation on
Wednesday night.
It was Saturday already. Tomorrow he would have
to preach his Thanksgiving sermon. Everyone would expect something special, something about Thanksgiving,
but nothing seemed to come to him. All week he had been
praying for a message from God. He had read his Bible
daily in hopes of a text that might be illuminated. Several
hours he read the commentaries in his library, and even
the sermons of other preachers and magazine articles, but
nothing came to him. The church secretary knocked at his
study door and asked for the title of his sermon. She was
preparing the bulletins and he always gave her the Sunday topic a day, two or three early.
"Well," he stammered, "I don't know what to say. It
will have to be on Thanksgiving but I don't know exactly
what to call it yet. Can I have another hour?"
The secretary hoped it wouldn't be any longer than
that or she wouldn't be able to get the bulletins run off
before she quit at noon on Saturday. She was going to the
country this afternoon, to the farm, for a big Thanksgiving
supper tonight. She closed the door, did not notice the
pastor slip to his knees by his desk and begin to pray.
"Oh God, there's so much to be thankful for. What's the
matter with my heart that I can't find something to say?
Please show me what you would have me to preach,
something that will make a difference in some life tomorrow as we worship."

He also had to select hymns for the service. Soon he
was thumbing through the church hymnal and humming
one melody after another trying to find the right one.
If it was right for him, it might be right for others. Well,
nothing seemed to sound right. He slipped out the other
door to the church sanctuary. The secretary didn't see
him go or she might have been irritated. Soon she heard
the church organ playing, in the dark. Soon there was the
voice of the pastor singing with his own accompaniment
a hymn of Thanksgiving, Thanks To God.
November 21, 1966

The secretary felt like crying, but instead she decided
to remind the pastor she was waiting for his sermon topic,
hymn titles and text. By the time she entered the dark
auditorium, however, the pastor was back at his desk.
At least he had decided on several hymns, the usual ones.
They were sung every year at this time. There .were
some traditional texts, too. He would use them, of course.
But what about a sermon? He wanted something fresh,
something new, something right from God, something
still warm and vibrating with life and God's meicy today.
Suddenly, from the quiet of his study, the pastor heard
the secretary's voice. She was upset, ordering someone out
of the church. He had better go see what it was all about.
That wasn't like Milly, except on Saturdays when the
pressure of the last minute unfinished work began to tell
on her nerves.
"The pastor hasn't got time today to talk to you. You
had better leave before I call the janitor."
"What's the matter, Milly? Who is it?"
"Oh, pastor, this man shouldn't bother you now. I
told him so."
"Can I help you, sir?"
The man was dressed a little below standard for the
First Church of a large metropolitan community. He carried a package wrapped in brown paper, a sack more or
less. His hat, too, was in hand, the other hand on the door.
He had started out onto the street. The pastor followed
him through the door.
"Say, mister, if there's anything I can do for you, please
come back."
It was hard for him to get started, but standing there
on the busy sidewalk he looked at his package and said,
"Well, I have a little girl in your Sunday school, Susey
Jensen. I used to call her Pumpkin. I wanted to get her
something for Thanksgiving, and she used to like these
kind of chocolate cookies. And I didn't know how to get
them to her. I wondered if maybe you could see that she
gets them tomorrow and tell her they're from her Dad."
The pastor took the package. "Of course I will. I know
Susey. She's in my wife's class, but don't go yet. Couldn't
we do something more for Susey—for Thanksgiving—maybe
giving her a daddy back again?"
His head dropped with shock and then a sob. "Oh
no, no, no, I can never go back there again. I'm unclean.
She must never see me again. There's no hope now. It's
too late."
The pastor let him cry without suggesting anything...
except if he didn't want to go back into the church to his
study to talk, how about sitting in the pastor's car that
stood there by the curb. Once the secretary came out and
stood staring at them as both men wept in the front seat of
the car. What she didn't hear was the pastor telling the
story of a leper who was unclean . . . that Jesus healed
him and sent him home to his family cleansed. He pictured the joy there must have been in that household to
see their father, driven from the town because of his
plague, now walking up the sidewalk in company with
the priest who would verify his cleansing. Both heads were
bowed in their handkerchiefs as they prayed and continued to talk.
The hour had passed and no bulletin. Then she even
heard the car started and pull away from his familiar
parking spot. She didn't see them walking together up a
walk to a little house and see the scene at a door when
daddy handed the package to Susey that somehow got
crushed between them in the embrace.
(3)

But Susey likes broken cookies, too, and loves her
broken father who has been forgiven by love.
Driving back to church a new song came to the
pastor's mind. He would have to tell Milly to change that
song and instead to use How Can I Help But Love Him
When He Loved Me So. There would be a family in
church tomorrow singing with Thanksgiving.
Suddenly it flashed into the pastor's mind. His text,
of course, the ten lepers all healed, but only one came
back to Jesus to say thank you. Oh, if only all who have
been forgiven and healed by God in this church would
come back to church to say thank you, to pray, to live, to
love Him.
"Milly," he said as he rushed through the outer office,
"My text is Luke 17:11-19, my title is "Thank God."
Milly didn't look up but muttered to herself, "You
could have said that two hours ago. 'Thank God' for
Thanksgiving Sunday. How unique, how clever, how unusual."
She had the bulletins done in half an hour, a new
record, and left the church without saying a word to the
pastor. She was almost two hours late.
And she didn't get paid for overtime in church.
All afternoon, all evening, long into the night the
pastor read, studied, pondered. He knew his text. It was
so clear. One out of ten Christians healed by the mercy
of God take time to say thank you. The greatest gift we
have is mercy, God's forgiveness. But that's all he had, and
his one big illustration, Mr. Jensen back in church after
a journey in sin. Something was still lacking. It wasn't full
enough, rich enough, not mature yet.
Oh, if only there was another week. What a message
there must be hidden here, thankful for mercy above
all else, the greatest gift of God. Early Sunday morning
he tried again. The brick wall was still there. After ten
minutes he was done. He had said it. Why go on? That's
what he was taught in seminary, to quit when the message
is finished.
He apologized for the brevity of his sermon and was
about to sit down, when Mr. Jensen stood and asked if he
might say a word of testimony.
Slowly, not really prepared, but oh so sincere, he told
how he had met the pastor in his car and had been forgiven by God and his family. He was thankful for mercy,
for a second chance.
A hush fell upon the church. Somehow it didn't seem
right to pronounce the benediction without something
more.
But what?
In the pause, another man arose, an old man, well
known in the church for a life of goodness, charity, and
character. He had been deacon many times in the church.
All respected him as a gentleman and godly. He began to
weep.
"I want to say something, too. You all think I'm so
good. I'm so old you can't remember me when I was a
boy in this church. I weep when I recall my sins. I feel
that I have been one of the nine lepers healed by the
mercy of God who has never remembered to say thank
you to God for delivering me from a life begun in sin.
When I began my business, things didn't go well during
the depression. At that time I thought it was necessary for
me to juggle the books and accounts to keep going. My
partner was much older than I and a good Christian. He

W

could have had me put in prison. I was unable to pay back
the huge amount I stole. Through the years I have been
able to pay it all to him and then his widow. I am grateful for mercy, for forgiveness, for a second chance. This
Thanksgiving I want to come back and say I am very
grateful."
The morning service closed with a warm atmosphere
of searching of hearts. The pastor pronounced the benediction. Not until he opened his eyes again to step to the
door to greet the people did he see that someone had come
forward and knelt at the altar. There was no public invitation extended, but she had slipped from her seat totally unnoticed by anyone. Most left the church, never
noticing but wondering why the pastor didn't come to the
door.
It was Milly.
She couldn't talk when the pastor knelt with her at
first. Gradually she was able to confess that she had been
wrong in her attitude to Mr. Jensen, unforgiving, just because it would make her late. And, she, Milly, who had
been forgiven herself. The pastor remembered. He knew
what she meant. Once when she was in high school, a
straight A student competing for top honors, she had
cheated on a test to make sure of her honor. The teacher
who caught her, a Christian teacher from another church,
brought her to the pastor. Together all three prayed and
righted the wrong by a new test. She was never exposed.
She won her top honors. She was forgiven and even hired
by the pastor as his secretary.
She was one of the nine lepers who had not publicly
been thankful.
When the pastor and Milly got back to the office they
found Swen, the janitor, on his knees in the pastor's study,
weeping. Milly closed the door so the pastor could speak
to Swen alone and she whispered, "Take all the time you
need pastor, I'll wait this time, and pray for you."
Swen was an ex-convict. The pastor alone knew it. The
prison chaplain had asked the pastor's assistance in securing employment for Swen who was converted in prison
while serving a life sentence. The change in his life was
so striking it had prompted the parole board to release
him to the pastor. Oh, that was years ago. Swen had been
a wonderful Christian, member of the church for 20 years.
He lived in the church, an old bachelor, lonely, quiet, but
now ashamed he had never dared to publicly thank Jesus
for mercy and forgiveness.
The pastor had spent all his time on the morning
message and forgotten the evening. Maybe he wouldn't
need a very long sermon tonight, though. Both Milly and
Swen wanted to testify and thank God for mercy and
grace and forgiveness.
Swen walked down the hall singing in his usual cracked
voice, What A Friend We Have In Jesus, as the pastor
sat at his desk trying his brain and heart again for an
evening message. He heard Milly pick up the melody of
Swen's song as she picked the Sunday school records together before leaving for Sunday dinner.
When the pastor got home and sat down with his family
who were waiting for him to say a blessing for their food,
he happened to spy a little tear in his little son's eye.
"What's the matter, Jimmy? Why the tear?"
They came faster and faster. He began to choke up.
"Daddy, you remember that window that was broken
in the garage last summer when you were gone to conference? You thought maybe the storm that week did it.
That was me. I threw the ball over the roof, but I missed.
Evangelical
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Mom and I prayed about it. She said she would forgive
me and not tell you. I am one of the nine lepers who
never said thank you for forgiveness when Mom told you
and you didn't punish me."
Grace at the table that Sunday noon was longer than
usual as the father and pastor prayed for his boy who
wanted to say thank you for forgiveness.
After dinner, sitting in his chair wondering about a
message, he remembered in the morning he preached
about the ONE leper who came back. Tonight he would
speak about the nine. Four of them had already returned;
Jensen, Old Deacon Brown, Milly, Swen. His own son
made number five. There would be at least five testimonies. Maybe God would give them nine.
Then the phone rang. It was Yohan, the European
displaced refugee family the church had sponsored in
bringing to America. He was recently converted. Now,
with a broken dialect, he asked if he might tonight at
church try to testify with his poor English and try to tell
how much he appreciates the mercy of God that delivered
him from a life of want and fear. Yohan had been an
underground worker guilty of killing many Communists
with his bare hands during raids in the night. As a Christian it concerned him, and in an almo:t all-night prayer
meeting with the pastor he finally had found assurance
and peace of mind with God but had not yet dared to
speak in public concerning his gratitude for forgiveness.
"It is a wonderful peace I have now," said Yohan.
That night, after six warm testimonies admitted they
were of the nine who had been healed but silent, the
pastor asked, "Are the other three here tonight and would
they want to say thank you by a testimony now?"
Mrs. Johnson stirred and wrestled in her seat and
finally stood. Everyone was breathless. What would she
do. She could not speak. Cancer of the throat had required removal of her entire larnyx. For years she had
been the star soloist of the church choir. She had been
bitter for years against God for taking away her voice.
However, doctors said she was fortunate to be alive.
Now, after many years it was evident the malady was
arrested. She had been spared as a mother now to rear
her children. Her daughter now sang her parts in the
choir. She had become shy in church and seldom came
anymore, but she was there this morning to hear the
sermon about ungrateful people who were healed. Now
she walked to the platform and handed her hymn book
to the pastor and pointed to a song. The pastor said,
"Mrs. Johnson, I think, wants us to sing her testimony that
she cannot speak or sing anymore and that we have heard
her sing so often so beautifully. Let us help her in her
testimony of praise tonight as our number seven, Oh It Is
Wonderful That He Should Care For Me Enough to Die
for Me.
As the pastor was waiting for the next testimony,
number eight, the organist began to play Blessed Assurance, Jesus Is Mine. Everyone knew what she meant and
began to sing along.
For many years everyone in church had heard her
testify, always with a note of doubt of her own salvation.
Whenever an evangelist came to town at this church or
any church, she was seen at the altar, still seeking forgiveness. There had been a serious incident in her early life,
one night, one slip, one sin that haunted her like a ghost.
At times she seemed to become ill, and some doctors had
called it mental. The pastor had pr'ayed with her many
times, at church, at her home, everywhere. Always she
wept for her sin and for the hopelessness of her condition.
November 21, 1966

Then, just a few years ago, the pastor in a message
on assurance taught the people to trust in the Lord's
mercy, to leave that behind and press forward toward the
mark. Now her favorite song as church organist has been
Blessed Assurance. Without a word, but with an organ
loft full of resonance and resounding pipes she sounded
forth her thanksgiving to God that it was settled forever.
God's mercy was greater than all her sin. Great as it
may have been, mercy was greater.
There should be one more, to make nine, nine lepers
of sin forgiven who want to come back to say thank you
at Thanksgiving especially for grace and mercy.
A long pause followed.
Then the pastor himself, with lowered voice said, "I
want to be the other one. I, too, must say thank you, Lord,
for your great grace to me, for forgiving me and giving
me a second chance. After Bible school days I entered
the missionary field and served several years in the Orient.
Because my support failed, I was compelled to return
home and become a businessman to support myself. I
thought God had failed me, Christians had failed me.
"Then, when it seemed I would never again be able
to do anything for God, when business had entered my
soul, my pastor of this church on his death bed extracted
a promise from me to accept the pastorate here. Now, for
20 years, we have known the grace and mercy of God
to allow us weak in faith to be a spokesman for Him.
"I am not worthy. If I have never said it before
publicly, I want to say praise God from whom all blessings
flow. Shall we all now sing it as a testimony of gratitude
to our great God, who is great in grace to have forgiven
us all, of all our sins and leprosy."
On the way home, little Jim said, "Dad, why are you
so quiet? What are you thinking about?"
A hand slipped toward Jim's shoulder, and the reply
came, "Jim, I was just wondering how many Christians
there are, everywhere, who have forgotten to come back
and say thanks. And if they'll do it this year."
—Evangelical Beacon
Thanksgiving

Test

T

in the Lord (Proverbs 3:5)

H

the word of the Lord. (Jeremiah 31:10)

A

and it shall be given you. (Luke 11:9)

N

is the accepted time. (II Corinthians 6:2)

K

my commandments. (John 14:15)

S

ye the Lord. (Isaiah 55:6)

G

is love. (I John 4:8)

I

my Father's house are many mansions.
(John 14:2)

V

the fatherless. (James 1:27)

I

your ears to the words of my mouth.
(Psalm 78:1)

N

is the day of salvation. (II Corinthians 6:2)

G
loveth a cheerful giver. (II Corinthians 9:7)
Score ten points for each one you do by memory. Five
points for looking it up.
First Baptist Church
Davisburg, Michigan
(5)

INDIA
Outreach in New Delhi
In Delhi we are realizing, for the first time, something
that has been a desire of our hearts for years: A group of
University graduates are going ahead on their own, planning regular Fellowship meetings, witnessing for Jesus
Christ while at their secular jobs, and teaching weekly
Bible classes of their own. Joe and I entertained this group
in our house for a "Launching of the new University
Academic Year" meeting in July. It was a precious meeting, and marked a spiritual "breakthrough" for all of us.
The pictures illustrate areas of outreach in Delhi. All
of them were taken at the Flat: 12/A Underhill Lane,
Delhi 6. We rent this place and it is situated within ten
minutes by bus from the University Campus. This location
and physical set-up is proving ideal for a meeting place
for students, and it is also quiet and private enough for
conducting classes, and for prayer meetings and for discussions.

(2) A typical Sunday afternoon group—invited to lunch
with us after church service—had a chance to share their
burdens with us; and we had a chance to get acquainted
with them and to pray with them and to invite them into
student Christian functions. With Joe and me is a young
lady from Chicago, a graduate of Bob Jones University
who works at the American Embassy in Delhi. From the
left the men are: a University student from Africa, a
medical student from Kenya, a professor of engineering, a
Burmese linguistics teacher unable to return to Burma
because of the recent extreme political upheaval in that
country.

(3) Six functioning Christians—Committee members of
the Delhi Graduates Christian Fellowship who are proving
their allegiance to Jesus Christ in their secular activities
as: a school teacher (Sheila); U. K. High Commission
Office Secretary (Clarissa); professor of engineering
(Israel); a medical doctor (Aryo); and a reader for the
Statesman, the leading newspaper for India (Samuel);
and a functioning grad student living in hostel (Metong).
Three of these teach weekly Bible classes.

Here then see:
(1) Participants in a one-day Missionary Retreat—all
University post-graduates gathered on the roof of our
second floor apartment near the University Campus; school
teachers, private businessmen, salesmen, an engineer, a
medical doctor, 'a newspaperman, two bank clerks, a railroad official, servants of the Federal Government in Delhi,
an Embassy employee, and a theological seminary student.

(4) A meeting for those willing to be full time workers
for Christ—held in our living room when Rev. Theo Williams (center, front) was our guest. He is the Director for
the Indian Evangelical Mission (composed of only Indian
Nationals) and those pictured took the stand of commitment for full time service.
A Christian
wife
and mother came the
other day for a visit and
to get some prayer support a n d encouragement. Kalawati Mohanand and her little
daughter . . . a former
University student, now
married to an Air Force
Officer, was a great help
to me when she lived

(6)
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on the campus, and she gathered many girls into the
weekly Bible study.

(5) A challenge to world uncle student ministry was
given to this room full of young people by Rev. David
Adeney from Hong Kong after his around-the-world visit
to Christian student groups. Most of the young people
sat for over two hours on the hard floor at this very
stimulating and significant meeting. He challenged us to
be "Living Epistles, seen and read by all men" representing Jesus Christ not only in India but also in Asian countries, our near neighbors.
Marietta Smith, New Delhi

AFRICA
A Christian Wedding
(Rhodesia)
We reproduce this material from GOOD WORDS, p u b lished by our missionaries in Africa, not only for the picture
of what a Christian wedding can be but also to help you
realize what a good Christian literature job is being done
in this area. Grace Holland is editor.
Our missionaries deserve our support!

In the Church
The small church was beautiful. Musa had asked some
of her friends to decorate it for her, and they had put
in flowers and forest greens.
Temba and Musa had planned their wedding day
carefully so it would bring honour to their Saviour. Somehow it seemed to them that the church service was the
really important part of the day.
The people gathered inside, waiting for the service
to begin.
First, four teacher friends of Temba sang 'Thabani,
Thabani" (Rejoice, Rejoice). Then as they sang "Ngcwele,
Ngcwele, Ngcwele" (Holy, Holy, Holy) the wedding
group began to take their places at the front of the church.
As the singing grew louder, the people turned to watch
Musa moving slowly up the aisle on the arm of her uncle.
She looked as pure as the white flowers she carried. She
could rightfully wear the gown of spotless white satin
and the white veil. Musa had made these clothes herself
instead of spending many pounds to* buy them. She could
use the money instead for nice things for their home,
which they would use for many years to come.
November 21, 1966

As Musa came to the front, she gave a little smile and
took her place beside Temba. Both hearts pounded with
joy as they realized God's goodness in bringing them to
this hour. They thanked God silently that He helped them
keep themselves pure. They could look into each other's
eyes and not be ashamed.
The minister spoke such good words of advice. Then
he said, "Temba, do you take this woman, Musa, to be
your lawful wedded wife? . . . Musa, do you take this man,
Temba, to be your lawful wedded husband? . . ."
As they made their promises to each other, it seemed
very wrong for a husband and wife to fight and separate
as some of their friends had done. They kneeled to pray.
How close God seemed as Temba squeezed Musa's hand
in his! Musa was so happy she wanted to cry.
But then her mind was caught by the words the
quartette was singing, "Nkosi, Namhla Nigiyathela" (Lord,
Today I Dedicate). Temba and Musa gave themselves
again to God just then, to do whatever He would call
them to do.
As the people left the church they were very quiet.
It seemed that they had seen a wonderful thing. This
was a wedding with Christ really in the centre!
MIRIAM

STERN

In the Village
See! There are Temba and Musa coming from the
church, ready to go to Temba's home for the feast. The
car is ready to take them.
There are the best man and the bridesmaid and the
two little flower girls. Temba and Musa did not think
they should have a large number of people in the wedding group. The important thing was not to have a big
wedding, but to honour God.
As the car stopped outside the village, aunts and
sisters hurried to spread
mats from the car to the
door of the house.
The women took them
towards the house, walking very slowly so that
everybody could see them.
Musa smiled at the people.
They looked at her and
Temba with wide eyes as
if they had never seen
them before. The two
young people did look
lovely.
At last they were inside the house and were given
their special place to sit. There was plenty of food for
everybody.
At about three o'clock Temba and Musa were taken
to different rooms to change their clothes. The table and
chairs were put outside, and all the people were asked
to come near. Someone was to write down all the gifts
which were presented.
There was a cow and two oxen from the parents.
There were goats from an uncle and aunt. The sisters
gave baskets, sets of tea cups, and mats for the floor.
The brothers gave pound notes. Then there were lots of
shillings, sixpences, tickeys and pennies.
At the end the chairman announced how much was
given. Musa's side was lower than Temba's. Temba's people were very happy about this, because they wanted to
give their new daughter a good welcome into the village!
(Continued on page ten)
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Atlanta's Facade Crumbles
Don Bender
VSer in Atlanta

The riots which troubled Atlanta during early September have broken the facade of this self-righteous city.
And as the facade of being a city "too busy to hate" was
broken, the deep injustice to which Atlantans have subjected the people in their slums was laid bare.
The riot was a spontaneous outburst of anger from
people who are being treated inhumanly and who have
not gotten a sympathetic ear. It was an outburst of anger
which had been stored up for years. They had seen not
only that Atlanta has two different names for the same
street to distinguish between white and Negro sections
but that it also has two standards in education. About
50 per cent of Atlanta's students are Negro but they have
about half as many schools as those attended predominantly by white children. Their recreational facilities are
of the lowest standards, and they experience police treatment which no middle class people would ever tolerate.
They also recognized that the city had two standards for
its services (lighting, garbage pick-up, etc.).
Mayor Allen claimed from atop the car that riots were
not the way to change things but the people knew differently. Not until after the riot was there interest in providing recreational facilities for the Summerhill section.
The people knew they had not been heard before. This
time they were going to be heard regardless of what it took.
The civil rights movement has not touched these slum
dwellers' lives significantly. It has primarily affected the
Negro middle class. The Negro middle class community
reacted strongly to the riots and condemned the rioters.
They spoke from the view point of the privileged and
showed they were as out of touch with their brothers in
the slums as were the "white" people.
There were two main incidents which constituted the
"Atlanta riots." The first occurred in the Summerhill section
in the shadow of Atlanta Stadium. A policeman shot a
Negro who was trying to escape him. The details don't
need repeating but the press failed to report that witnesses saw the policeman fire several shots unnecessarily
after the man had already been wounded. This set off the
main incident as Negroes gathered and began throwing
bottles and bricks. The police dispersed the crowd with
tear gas and no great damage was done.
The second incident occurred a few days later when a
white man, without provocation, shot two Negro youths,
killing one instantly and leaving the other in critical condition. But even this, outrageous though it was, was not
enough to again arouse the smouldering flames of anger.
That occurred when a policeman investigating the incident
was slightly injured and an ambulance called to the
scene took the white officer to the hospital, leaving the
dead and dying Negro youths sprawled on the street
where they had been shot down.
This happened at North Avenue and Boulevard, at
the border of a slum known as Buttermilk Bottom. But
neither this nor the Summerhill riot of a few days before
are important in themselves. They are only two expressions of a deep unrest which continues to seethe in the
volcanic slums of Atlanta.
.One night during the rioting as Bob Souder, one of the
VSers, walked down a nearby street, he was closely watched
by several boys standing on the corner, Finally one re&).

Youth

Sunda

Genuine Thanksgiving
When George Washington issued the first presidential
Thanksgiving Proclamation, he said: "It is the duty of
all the nation to acknowledge the providence of Almighty
God, to obey His will, to be grateful for His benefits, and
humbly to implore His protection." This is America's imperative duty today.
•
David in Psalm 116 translates this duty into personal
experience, and so must we: "What shall I render unto the
Lord for all his benefits toward me? I will take the cup
of salvation, and call upon the name of the Lord."
Wesleyan Methodist Church
Denison, Iowa

Thankful!

A local pastor never failed to thank God for something, no matter how bad times might be. One Sunday
he battled through wind and sleet to his appointment at a
village chapel, and the small congregation wondered what
he could be glad about in such weather.
"O Lord," John prayed fervently, "this here's a
wretched day, and no mistake—but we thank
Thee, Lord, that every day isn't as bad."
Do you have something for which you ought to thank
God today?
Portage Community Church
Portage, Indiana
marked, "That's Bob, he's alright," and their vigilance
relaxed. The full meaning of that statement was apparent
a few minutes later when a truck with a white driverpassed down the street and was met with a hail of bricks
from these same youths.
Our exact role in this community is uncertain but we
must continue contact with it, and with our neighbors in
the SNCC Freedom House up the street, or we will have
no place in the Negro community. Perhaps our most important function is to simply absorb some of the hate for
the white man which has built up in Negroes during the
past 350 years.
Evangelical

Visitor
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y School
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Developing a Happy Marriage
The Family
Part II
George D. Demos and Bruce Grant

When a husband and wife add children and/or other
relatives to their home, their marriage is faced with additional potential hazards. Whether it is one child or six,
one mother-in-law or two, the addition to the partnership
of other family members means each partner must face
the following possible deteriorating effects to the partnership, such as:
1. Loss of privacy.
2. Decrease in opportunities for exclusive sharing of
experiences.
3. Wife neglecting husband because of children.
4. Husband neglecting wife because of outside the
home recreation.
5. Unhappiness, resulting from family misunderstandings.
To help husbands and wives combat the possible negative by-products accruing from adding additional members to the family, it is suggested that each of the partners
attempt to practice the following methods:
1. Try to provide for more democratic re'at'onships
among members of the family.
2. Try to accept each other "as he or she is" (as
opposed to trying to change each other).
3. Try to view others as human beings of worth and
dignity.
4. Try to strive for familial understanding and empathy.
5. Try to help each other whenever needed as much
as possible.
MAJOR MARITAL FOES
There are many disrupters of marriage. Some of these
have penetrating negative effects on the partnership. These
major marital foes are: inadequate preparation for marriage, inequality of partners, and immaturity. Of all the
many obstacles on the road to marital success the critical
inhibitor is immaturity—mental, emotional, social, and/or
moral immaturity. Marriage is for adults. The younger
(chronological age) the couple when they marry, the
greater the chance of marital difficulties and the higher
the divorce rate. Marriage is simply too complex a relationship, with too many diverse problems and conflicts,
for many adults, let alone for immature young people.
Maturation for the human being is a slow processeven physical maturation—and for all of us it is a lifetime
struggle to improve the degrees of mental, emotional,
social, and moral maturity we should attain some time in
our twenties.
For those who are not married, a word to the wise:
grow up first. When you qualify as a mature man or
woman, then and only then are you ready to enter the
world of marriage with a reasonable hope of achieving
success. If you are already married, examine the degree of
your maturity. If you discover evidence of immaturity,
instigate a "crash program" to expedite your growing up
as quickly as possible. The salvation of your marriage
may well depend upon the rapidity with which you acquire maturity. It may be necessary for you to consult
a marriage counselor or psychologist to secure help in
gaining maturity.
THE INSIDIOUS DISINTEGRATORS
If a person wants to protect his marriage, he not only
has to overcome major marital foes, but he must also
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cope with a multitude of so-called minute pitfalls. While
these negative factors may be minor—particularly when
each is considered by itself—the effect of combining two
or more of them or the cumulative toll of the persistence
of specific factors, necessitates identifying each as a possible disintegrator of marriage.
Money—or the lack of money—ranks high on any list of
marital irritants. Who controls the money? Why? Does the
wife have to ask the husband for grocery money every
time she goes to the store? Does the husband need to
request extra cash if and when he exhausts his lunch and
transportation allowance?
Related to finances are the effects of the inappropriate
career choice. The field of vocational counseling is replete
with cases where one or both marital partners have made
inappropriate choices. Unhappiness at work is almost certain to permeate one's entire life space. The fact that
many workers express dissatisfaction with their jobs points
out the importance of securing vocational and career
counseling early. It is well to remember, however, that
it is seldom too late to change one's occupation, to secure
additional training, or to acquire new skills in our everexpanding, dynamic economy. For help in this important
area, seek professional counseling, and/or refer to Demos'
and Grant's Designing Your Career.
Each marital partner is occasionally afflicted with the
(human and normal) reactions of pettiness, churlishness,
jealousy, vanity, rudeness, selfishness, greed, and other
inhibitors of sociability. Periodic slippage on the part of
either partner into one of these antagonizers is damaging
to the other, and when each picks the same moment to
slip, or when the slippage of one causes the other to
capitulate, the gravity of the situation increases proportionately.
COUNTERACTING THE NEGATIVES
What can be done to overcome these major and minor
enemies of marriage?
WHAT CAN A HUSBAND AND WIFE DO
TO PRESERVE THEIR MARRIAGE?
1. Attempt to improve their personality traits (through
self study or psychotherapy).
2. Begin again to be students (formally or informally).
3. Cultivate their ability to adjust (learn to postpone
gratification).
4. Sharpen their courtesy (be cognizant of the effect
certain behavior has on each other).
5. Strengthen their home environment (a marriage
counselor can help considerably).
6. Assign to each other the continuous obligation to
exploit and reinforce strengths while concurrently striving
to alleviate and minimize weaknesses.
THE IMPORTANCE OF STAYING MARRIED
Can there be any greater salve to the ego than knowing one's marital choice was not a mistake? Or, if it seems
to have been, to have the capacity to rehabilitate the
marriage to the level of satisfaction?
To admit defeat by dissolving marriage is a declaration
that the individuals have failed in the most "human" of
all relationships—marriage. Every effort should be made
to salvage faulty marital relationships before contemplat(Continued on page sixteen)
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VILLAGE—Continued from page seven
Then there was prayer and some words from the Bible.
At last the chairman said, "Now it is time for everyone
to leave quietly and happily. Thank you for coming and
for your gifts and singing. Come again next time. There
is still one son to get married when the time comes for
him!" Everyone smiled.
But before the people went, another man stood up
and said, "Young people, this is what we expect you to do.
There is only one way to come to the wedding day in
order to start a good, clean and pleasant home." Then he
thanked Temba's and Musa's parents for helping them
grow up well.
By five o'clock everyone was ready to go home. There
would be no singing and dancing in the night. This was
a day to honour God.
MRS. BAFANYA MLILO
Mrs. Bafanya Mlilo is Dr. Kauffman's "right arm" at Phumula
Hospital. Rev. Bafanya Mlilo is a student at Messiah College this year.

On t h e Literature J o b in Rhodesia and Zambia
Just part of the Literature/Visual Aids Committee Report to General Conference at Wanezi to show something
of what is being done to fill a tremendous need. Page Ed.
On Christian Literature and Tract Day, 18,000 copies of
Good Words were distributed with beneficial effect to our
congregations.
The Good Words Staff has continued their drive for
subscriptions . . . which now number 500 in all.
4,000 Daily Reading Guides were distributed to church
members to aid them in their work . . .
WE RECOMMEND that conference consider our
Christian Literature/Tract Day date to coincide with the
date used by ELO after 1967.
WE FURTHER RECOMMEND that a Scripture Reading Guide be prepared for mass distribution among students, church members and class members, and that 15,000
be done in Ndebele and 5,000 in Tonga.
WE RECOMMEND that the Wanezi Bible Institute
Staff prepare a basic Christian Life Course with a view
to lay Christians' giving assistance to hospital patients in
their study. It is envisaged that this may become the
Introduction to a Correspondence Course when leaving
the hospitals.
General Conf. Minutes (Africa)
FINANCIAL REPORT
BRETHREN I N CHRIST M I S S I O N S - D E P T . O F
MISSION CHURCHES
1966 — July, August and September
Balance July 1, 1966
$

CENERAL FUND:

RECEIPTS

Churches and Organizations
Individuals
1
General Conference Offering
Camp Meetings
Special support of workers

NON-BUDGET:
Savings
Bible School Projects
Nurses Association
Navajo Mission
Specials
Valley View Church,

-$10,076.52
392.83
170.46
316.10
217.91
Roanoke, Va. .
238.58

Total Receipts and Balance
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$ 9,369.84
1,629.58
767.00
4,102.40
142.00

At Gwabila Church after the Dedication Service.

Gwabila Dedicates New Church (Rhodesia)
The Light began to shine at Gwabila fifty years ago, when
the area's first teacher-preacher gathered the children and
others of learning age in a bush school and taught them
about God. He also called the older people of the community together to hear God's Word on Sundays and
sometimes during the week also. This was the pattern by
which most of the present outstation congregations were
formed and which laid the solid foundation of an indigenous outreach of the Brethren in Christ in Africa.
Some years later the school was moved to the present
site. By this time there was a nucleus of believers, many
of whom still live. They built a church which also served
as school. For forty years children learned and Christians
worshipped in this pole, mud, and grass building. Last
year it was torn down, a building of brick, cut t'mber, cement and iron having taken its place. This church, like the
one of forty years ago, was built by the people. On September 18 it was dedicated.
The lovely pulpit was a gift from Christian friends
in America. In response to words of appreciation by the
leader, the people at the service stood up to express their
thanks to their distant friends.
May there be a body of believers worshipping in the
church at Gwabila until the Lord comes to take His
children to a Place where there is no need for earthly
tabernacles!
Sent in by Bishop A. J. Book
EXPENDITURES

BUDGET

ADMINISTRATION

959.66
197.88
50.00
34.16

$ 1,241.70

.$19,007.53
305.00
1,087.85
75.00

$20,475.38

Salaries
Board Travel
Promotion
Office Expense

702.49

$16,010.82

11,410.40
$28,123.71

FIELD

Subsidies
Retirement
Moving Workers
Special Subsidy

NON-BUDGET
Bible School Projects
Nurses (Home Missions)
Navajo Mission
Specials
Valley View
Payment of Loans
Interest
Total

$

392.83
170.46
316.10
217.91
236.58
5,000.00
10.50

Expenditures

$ 6,344.38
$28,061.46

Balance September 30, 1966
(Continued on page twelve)
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$

62.25
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CALIFORNIA

To bind up, to proclaim

San Francisco
San Francisco is in the grip of an Urban Renewal/Redevelopment frenzy, and the Life Line Mission at Fourth
and Minna Streets is in its path and must give way for
a city parking garage. The purpose of redevelopment is
the elimination of the so-called blighted area, such as
skid row. Now we are not against this program, but our
reaction is that it cannot take skid row out of the hearts
of men! As long as skid row exists in the hearts of men,
just so long will skid row exist in the cities of our land.
Two other methods we would propose for the elimination of the skid rows of our fair cities: first, eliminate the
liquor industry right out of the country! And, second,
eliminate sin out of the hearts of men. The first proposal
would not get men to heaven, but it would help the
human race live more safely and decently. The second,
praise the Lord, would both eliminate liquor and get
men to heaven.
The Life Line Mission plans, by the grace of God, to
continue its ministry. We believe this to be the will of
God. The Board of Directors of the Mission have been
forced to sell our present building to the city, and it is now
in escrow. (It should be noted that this action does not
affect the Life Line Chapel on Guerrero Street) The Redevelopment Agency has promised us six months or more
to relocate. There are many problems involved in such a
move; we humbly solicit the prayers of the church for
divine guidance.

New Pastor for Life Line Mission
The Reverend Cletus E. Naylor was installed as pastor of the
Life Line Chapel in San
Francisco,
California,
on S e p t e m b e r 11.
Bishop
Alvin
Burkholder b r o u g h t the
morning message and
conducted the installation ceremony.
A welcoming fellowship dinner in the basement afterwards gave
opportunity f o r
the
Naylors to meet and
mix with the people.
The Naylors have
had many years of pastoral experience, having
fifteen years in the Moreno, California community and
three and one-half years at Stowe, Pennsylvania. For
eleven years prior to coming to San Francisco they managed the Christian Light Bookstore in Upland, California.
Gratitude is the memory of
it is like a grate filled with fuel
thing. Ingratitude is a cardinal
golden gate of speech is barred
angel of praise.
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the heart. A heart without
but unlighted, a cold dead
sin of our modern life. The
and bolted too often to the
Dover Avenue Alliance
Orange City, Iowa

Brethren in Christ Serving with MCC
We live in a world of a thousand conflicts and countless pressures. Suffering as old as civilization is still with
us, while new types of pressures and vexations appear
with the arrival of the daily newspaper.
Modern communication is a tool in God's hands to stir
His church to respond to the crying needs of the world,
"because as He is, so are we in this world," I John 4:17b.
The Brethren in Christ Church, through the various
ministries of the Mennonite Central Committee, has a
dedicated corps of workers in 11 strategic areas of the
world. Their service and witness is the vanguard of the
church's growing concern to "be" and "do" as Jesus when
He beheld the multitudes in Galilee.
Following is a list of nineteen Brethren in Christ representatives with their location of service:
V I E T N A M - K e n n e t h Keefer serves with the World Relief Commission in a term that runs to 1969.
HAITI—Dr. and Mrs. Henry L. Kreider serve at Hospital
Grande Riviere du Nord.
JORDAN—Serving on a continuing basis at a school for
boys in Beit Jala, Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is Joe
Haines.
REEDLEY, California — Veteran relief-man Norman
Wingert serves at the MCC Center, while Rudyard Crider
is an attendant at the King's View Hospital.
N E W F O U N D L A N D - M a r i l y n Ebersole is at the Western
Memorial Hospital, while Mr. and Mrs. Noel Falk are at the
Twillingate Island Schools and John D. Martin is teaching
on New World Island.
SMITHVILLE, Ohio-David Lehman is in I-W service
at Boys Village.
BEIRUT, Lebanon—Doris Jean Brechbiel is with the
Menno Travel Service in this crossroads of the world.
KENYA—Michael Brown is on a three year assignment in
the Teachers Abroad Program ( T A P ) .
BROOK LANE, Maryland—Theodore Good serves at this
Psychiatric Center as does Anna Jo Trost on a continuing
basis.
DOMINICAN R E P U B L I C - B e r t Slider is doing voluntary
service with a relief organization.
AKRON, Pa. (Mennonite Central Committee headquarters)—Judy Alleman serves on a continuing basis, while
John McBeth and Larry Lehman are in I-W service. Larry
serves as the personal secretary to Executive Secretary,
William T. Snyder.
Others who have recently completed terms of service
with M.C.C. are: James Kreider, at King's View Hospital in
Reedley, California; Althea Engle in Crete; Dr. and Mrs.
John E. Engle in Appalachia; F. Eunice Fohringer at Brook
Lane; John Bert in Algeria; Gaius Hershey in Germany.
From New Missionaries in Mexico
"We are living for a few weeks in one of the mission
homes, while waiting for a promised house to be vacated.
We are finding that this "simple life" is not so simple
after all. The tank of gas we ordered has not come from
Saltillo. Meanwhile we are holding forth with a little wood
burning stove, which has its problems for one who is not
accustomed to it, especially when all our drinking water
has to be held to the boiling point for twenty minutes. But
we do manage to eat!—and although we miss some of the
foods we are accustomed to, we find that a constant supply
of fruit, etc., helps keep our diet quite palatable.
'"We are contented and we trust that as you remember to
pray for us, we will become more and more useful in the
Lord's work here."
John and Ruth Patvelski, Hope, and Danny
(The Pawelskis are co-workers with Lois Raser and Harriet
Trautwein in the Mexican Evangelistic Mission, El Salvador,
Zacatecas, Mexico.)
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A School Inspector's Report on the Matopo
Mission School in 1909
Part II
stated, arithmetic is taught partially through
the medium of English. Simple questions involving
some acquaintance with the first four rules were fairly
well attempted by the older pupils. The methods of instruction should be made more realistic and concrete
illustrations used as far as possible. In teaching analysis
of numbers, for example; mealie seeds or beans would serve
admirably and are easily procurable. No attempt should
be made to learn the multiplication table by rote until
it has first been carefully built up and understood. Foot
rulers, a box of imitation coins, and a few of the commoner measures of capacity—pint and quart—should be
provided. With this simple apparatus the actual operation
of shopping, involving the use of money, weights and
measures, can easily be performed by the scholar, and
such practical application will be found to have a farreaching effect in giving a proper conception of number.
English is being taught as a formal subject of instruction to three pupils only. This appears to me to be regrettable. The native as a rule is eager to learn English,
and its value, even in the light of a purely commercial
asset to him is great. The average school life of the native
would not admit of proficiency in reading and oral and
written composition in the two languages, and the mother
tongue of the pupil ought naturally to get the preference:
there is no reason, however, why a lesson in oral composition in the second language should not be given daily
without interfering with reasonable progress in other subjects. At the end of a year or two the pupil should be able
to acquire a working knowledge of spoken English sufficient to enable him to carry on a simple conversation and
to understand simple instructions dealing with household,
farm or mine work. A suitable scheme of instruction might
easily be devised embracing (a) conversation with pupils
about familiar subjects, (b) simple recitations and songs
to give vocabulary, whilst a capable teacher would have
no difficulty in elaborating or modifying the scheme to
meet the particular requirements.
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING: When not in school the
boys are employed in (1) the usual operations of the farm,
milking, tending the cattle, ploughing (2) bnckmaking,
building, thatching, (3) gardening: whilst the girls are
taught (1) household and kitchen work (2) serving (3)
dairy work.
It has not yet been found possible to arrange for each
scholar to go through the full course in industrial training
—for example, the lads usually employed in the garden do
not engage regularly in the other work on the farm.
BUILDINGS: The old pole and dagga huts in which
the boarders have hitherto lived are being replaced by
comfortable brick buildings of European pattern. The
girls have already moved into their new quarters, and the
house for the boys is nearly completed. Mindful of the
customary repugnance of the native to ventilation and
fresh air, Mr. Steigerwald has designed an ingenious ar-
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ALKEADY

rangement of ventilators which remain permanently open,
and every care is taken to encourage habits of order and
cleanliness. The boarders get plenty of wholesome food
and are comfortably clad. I was favorably impressed with
the obedience, alacrity and cheerfulness with which the
students carry on their duties. In general the Mission
appears to be conducted on well-ordered and intelligent
lines and is doing good work in the face of considerable
difficulties.
I have the honor to be your servant.
J. B. Brady
Inspector of Schools

FINANCIAL—Continued from page ten
BOARD FOR MISSIONS
GENERAL F U N D STATEMENT
Quarter Ended September 30, 1966
Missions Department
Canadian Balance, July 1, 1966
U. S. A. Balance, July 1, 1966 _
Canadian Receipts
U. S. A. Receipts

|

Total Receipts and Balances
Disbursements
Administrative Accounts:
Salaries
Travel
Office Expense
Rent and Maintenance
Administrative Miscellaneous
Personnel Accounts:
Furlough Allowance
Fares to/from Field
Furlough Travel
Promotion
Medical
Retirement
Social Security
Personnel Miscellaneous
Field Accounts:
Africa General
Africa Special
India General
India Special
Japan General
Japan Special
Nicaragua General

767.04
(17,597.03)
4,207.96
42,765.60
30,143.57

1. 635.80
134.71
896.81
75.00
3.,190.55
2.,483.50
3,,171.17
1,,036.43
2,,014.91
611.42
910.00
834.65
35.49
13. 059.38
702.40
108.94
934.00
528.43
402.82
568.03

Total Disbursements

43,334.44

General Fund Balance September 30, 1966

(17,190.87)

BOARD FOR MISSIONS
RESTRICTED F U N D STATEMENT
Quarter Ended September 30, 1966
Missions Department
Canadian BaL, July 1, 1966
U . S . A . Bal., July 1, 1966 _..
Canadian Receipts
U. S. A. Receipts
Total Receipts and Balances
Personals
Non-Budgeted Specials
I-W and V.S. Allowances
I-W and V.S. Fares
Annuity Interest
Mtshabezi Hospital ._.
Reserves
In and Out—Home Missions
In and Out—Relief
In and Out
Office Renovations
Total Disbursements

$ 9,107.33
18,587.36
1,183.65
37,335.10
-$ 2,095.40
18,983.07
870.00
4,522.80
538.91
5.22
550.00
4,824.91
1,673.44
2,446.17
6,511.76

Balance September 30, 1966

66,213.44

43,021.68
23,191.76

Evangelical
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In other action a revised budget of $813,590.00 was adopted. Construction of a new
Ladies Residence Hall is scheduled to begin
for the spring of 1967 with occupancy by the
fall of 1968.
A new committee was also named. To be
know as the Academic Affairs Committee,
it will be chaired by the Reverend' John
Zercher, Nappanee, Indiana. Other members
are Maynard Book, Upland, California; Dr.
Ernest Boyer, Executive Dean of the State
University of New York, Albany, New York;
Dr. Paul L. Cressman, Sr., Camp Hill, Pennsylvania; the Reverend Erwin W. Thomas,
Nappanee, Indiana; and the Reverend Samuel
Wolgemuth, President of Youth for Christ
International, Wheaton, Illinois.

NIAGARA

CHRISTIAN

COLLEGE

Rev. Glenn Ginder, pastor of the Elizabethtown church, Pa., ministered to the students
and staff in a week of religious emphasis.
Counselling was done with ths students, and
prayer meetings convened daily on the dormitories. W e rejoice that some students renewed
their covenant with Christ, and that others
accepted him for the first time as their
Saviour. Over and above tha improved
academic programme N.C.C. is striving to
provide, remains the greater purpose to win
and to train young people for Christ.
The increased student enrollment also increases the responsibilities of the staff and
likewise taxes the facilities until necessary
adjustments are made. More study desks are
needed, more books for the library, more
dishes for the dining room. A dozen new
bunk bed units have been purchased. Fifty
new chairs have been added.
Constantly there are upkeep demands. A
new roof is to be put on, windows must be
tightened and repaired throughout the buildings. We pray that God will meet these needs.
We continue to marvel and praise Him for
the wonderful way in which He has provided.
President Ray Hostetter, Messiah College,
Grantham, Pa., will give the Commencement
address at N . C . C , November 18. Following,
Nov. 19 is Homecoming day. Hookey, volleyball, and basketball are to be played between
alumni and students. An afternoon programme
featuring a number of former graduates who
have distinguished themselves in various
fields of service will be presented in a quick
succession of skits. Pres. Hostetter will address
the alumni banquet and the Messiah Male
Quartet will be guest musicians.
To the staff and administration cf N.C.C.
the return of former students and friends is
like a vote of confidence in the work at this
place.
MESSIAH COLLEGE

Spiritual Life Emphasis Week
At least fifty students received definite
spiritual help during the Spiritual Life Emphasis Week at Messiah College. Dr. C. N.
Hostetter, Jr., pastor at the Brethren in Christ
Church, Palmyra, Pennsylvania, and President
Emeritus of the College, was the special
speaker. Extended chapel sessions and services
each evening provided opportunity for direct
confrontation of the student and the message
of God's Word. The week concluded with a
joint Missionary Conference—the College and
the Grantham congregation.
Ministers Conference
,
A Ministers Conference is again being
planned this year for February 6 and 7. After
the successful conference of last year, it was
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decided to again provide this opportunity for
inspiration and development of skills. Registration is open to ministers of any church. More
details will be available in the near future.
Christmas Choral Program
In recent years, the crowd has been larger
than the capacity of the Chapel. To make it
possible for more to attend the program is
scheduled two evenings this year. T h s first
will be Sunday evening, December 11, starting
at 7; 30. The second will start at 8:00 on
Tuesday evening, December 13. We hope you
can come!
An Editor's Error
In reporting the Victory Dinner for the
fund raising effort to provide a new Hall of
Science for the College, an embarrassing mistake was made. In the Harrisburg paper, one
of the headlines under the pictures called the
event a Victory Dance. If you have any
questions concerning w h i t went on, ask your
Bishop—for they were all there! Seriously, we
are deeply grateful for the gene ous spirit of
the community in providing the funds to
make this facility possible.
Dr. Latourette Lectures
World famous Professor of Missions and
Oriental History at Yale University, Dr. Kenneth Scott Latourette, gave three lectures on
Wednesday, November 2. He has written the
seven volume Expansion of Christianity
and
the five volume Christianity in a Revolutionary Age. In chapel he spoke on "The Challenged and Expanding Church." In the evening service his topic was "God's Record
through the Ages." One other lecture given
was on the historical method as re-ated to the
Christian world view.
Arts Club Formed
A new club has been formed en campus.
The Arts Club purposes to provide students
the opportunity to broaden their app-eoiation
and understanding of the arts. Dale Bicksler,
of Manheim, Pennsylvania, is the President
and Dr. Robert Sider is the Advisor. Other
officers are Vice-President, Charlotte Brechbill, Greencastle,
Pennsylvania,
SecretaryTreasurer, Lucille Sider, Kitchener, Ontario.
Board Elects Officers
At the recent meeting of the Board of
Trustees and Associates, the present officers
were re-elected for another term of one year.
Serving in this capacity are Dr. Harold H.
Engle, Palmyra, Pennsylvania, chairman; Dr.
Paul G. Lenhert, Arcanum, Ohio, Vice-Chairman; the Reverend B. E. Thuma, Mt. Joy,
Pennsylvania, Secretary; and Mark Hess,
Hershey, Pennsylvania, Assistant Secretary.

Cover: Latest aerial view of part of Messiah
College campus. New Men's Dormitory appears in left foreground.

CHURCH NEWS
REVIVAL

MEETINGS

Albert Engle at Searights, Pennsylvania,
November 6-20; Curtis Bryant at Hanover,
Pennsylvania, November' 7-19; Arthur Brubaker at South Mountain, Pennsylvania, November 7-20; Isaac Kanode at Waynesboro,
Pennsylvania, November 13-20; Glenn Ginder
at Fairland, Pennsylvania, November 13-20;
Maurice Bender at Valley Chapel, Ohio, November 13-20; Samuel Lady at Sherman's
Valley, Pennsylvania, November 13-27; Barton
Starr
at
Duncannon,
Pennsylvania,
November 13-27; James Sider at Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, November 13-27; Morton
Dorsey at Martinsburg, Pennsylvania, November 16-27; Luke Showalter at Montgomery,
Pennsylvania,
November
20-December
4;
Bruce Grove at Clear Creek, Pennsylvania,
November 21-December 4; E. J. Swalm at
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, November 27December 11; Albert Engle at Ridgevue,
Pennsylvania, November 27-December 11;
William Engle at St. Petersburg, Florida, November 30-December 11.
ALLEGHENY

CONFERENCE

The South Mountain Crusaders presented a
program, Sunday evening, October 30, for the
Antrim Crusaders.
Pastor Raymond Conner, Callaway, Virginia,
was guest speaker in Rally Day services for
the Hanover congregation, Pa., Sunday morning and evening, November 6.
"Senior Citizens Sunday" was featured by
the Hollowell congregation, October 23. John
Climenhaga was guest speaker, and a trio
from Messiah Home, Harrisburg, sang.
Messiah's Men, a quartet from Messiah College, gave a program Sunday evening, October
30, for Five Forks congregation, Pa.
ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
Guests from the Hobe Sound Bible School
participated in the Annual Rally Day services
of the Freedom congregation, St. Petersburg,
Florida, Sunday morning and evening, October
30. Rev. Don Hughes was guest speaker.
Hummelstown congregation, Pennsylvania,
worshipped in departmental services, Sunday
morning, October 23. Mr. Showalter of the
Penna. Counselling Center addressed the
adults on "The Christian Home; Mr. Niesley,
associate director of Harrisburg Y. F . C , gave
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"A Talk to Teenagers"; and Miss Janet L.
Varner, Elizabethtown, presented an object
story to the Junior department.
Althea Engle reported on her "Mission to
Greece" to her home congregation, Lancaster,
Penna., Sunday evening, October 30.
Jim Harris, local director of Youth for
Christ, was guest speaker in Rally Day services, Sunday morning, October 30, for the
Bellevue Park congregation, Harrlsburg, Pa.
CANADIAN C O N F E R E N C E
A reception service for new members was
conducted by the Kindersley congregation,
Sask., October 16. Speakers for the Annual
Bible Conference, October 29 and 30, included these ministers: Ronald Lofthouse;
Marshall Baker; Art Weins, Hershel, Sask.;
G. E. Warnock, Christian and Missionary Alliance church; and Pastor Lome Lichty.
Sherkston congregation, Ontario, in council action voted to proceed with construction
of a new educational wing a n d cloakroom
within the next six months. According to the
congregation's publication, Lamplighter,
"increasingly crowded conditions in several departments during October have underscored
the wisdom of the council's decision."
CENTRAL C O N F E R E N C E
Members of the Union Grove congregation,
Indiana, and other friends celebrated the
fortieth wedding anniversary of Pastor and
Mrs. David Wenger on October 14.
Norman Bert spoke to the Village congregation, Nappanee, Indiana, Sunday evening,
November 6. His theme: "Can These Bones
Live?"
The Highland, Fairview and Pleasant Hill
congregations, Ohio, held a joint service Sunday evening, October 30. Rev. Clarence
Morrison, manager of radio station W F C J - F M ,
Miamisburg, was guest speaker.
Harry Hock shared his experience of divine
healing with the Chestnut Grove congregation,
Ohio, in a recent Thursday evening service.
D. Ray Heisey, professor of speech at Kent
State University, ministered to the Amherst
congregation, Massillon, Ohio, Sunday morning, November 6.
The
nessee,
radio
News,"

Pomeroy Chapel congregation, Tenhas assumed' the sponsorship of the
program "God's News Behind the
on Station W J L E , Smithville.

MIDWEST CONFERENCE
Zion congregation, Kansas, reports that their
average Sunday School enrollment for the
past year was 160.7, up 2.1 per cent from the
previous year. Their average attendance was
141.3, up 6.2 per cent. Navajo Mission superintendent, Samuel F . Minter, reported to
the congregation Sunday evening, October 16.
Rosebank congregation, Kansas, dedicated
their improved facilities, Sunday afternoon,
October 9. Bishop Burkholder gave the dedication sermon, and Pastor Charles Norman
led the ceremony of dedication.
Rev. Ray Smee was installed as pastor of
the Des Moines congregation, Iowa, on September 18. In an evening of fellowship, the
Des Moines and Dallas Center congregations
enjoyed refreshments together and presented
the Smees with appropriate gifts of welcome.
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PACIFIC CONFERENCE
The director of the Lay Evangelism Institute, L. VanDyk, was speaker in the Sunday evening service, October 23, Upland,
California.

BMto
CASSEL—Kevin Wayne, born September 29,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. D. Wayne Cassel,
Syracuse, New York.
FLEMING—Lisa Ann, born October 1, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lewis Fleming, Bethel
congregation, Virginia.
FRY—Rodney Alan, born to Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Fry, October 7, 1966, Conoy congregation, Elizabethtown, Pa.
HADDEN—Morris Jay, born August 14, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. Hadden, Goodrich,
Michigan.
JENNINGS—Dennis Wayne, born October 17,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Billy W. Jennings,
Bethel congregation, Virginia.
LUTZ—Kathryn Anne, born September 27,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. William Lutz, Falls
View congregation, Ontario.
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BOWERS-REMLINE—Miss
Sally Jane
Ann
Remline, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Remline, Baltimore, Maryland, was married to
Mr. Lewis F. Bowers, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Bowers, Baltimore, October 23,
1966, at the Marlyn Avenue Brethren in
Christ church. The ceremony was performed
by Pastor W. Rupert Turman.
FLORA-FREED—Miss Patricia Freed, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Don Freed, Nappanee, Indiana, became the bride of Mr. Ronald
Edward Flora, son of Rev. and Mrs. Kermit
Flora, Wirtz, Virginia, October 15, 1966. The
ceremony was performed by tha groom's father, Rev. Flora, assisted by Rev. Albert
Zimmerman, the bride's cousin, in the Nappanee Church of the Brethren.
HILSHER-KEENER—Miss Audrey H. Keener,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Walter L. Keener,
Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania, became the bride of
Mr. James O. Hilsher, son of Mrs. Anna Mae
Hilsher, Elizabethtown, October 30, 1966. The
ceremony was performed in the Elizabethtown
Mennonite Church, Bishop Clarence Lutz officiating, assisted by Rev. Samuel O. Brubaker.
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BROWN—Onda Brown was born November
6, 1902, in Darke County, Ohio, and passed
away October 2 1 , 1966. For the past sixteen
years she had been a resident of Troy where
she worked as a nurse. In 1945 she united
with the Brethren in Christ church, a faithful
member and radiant Christian.
Surviving are one brother and twenty-seven
nieces and nephews.

Funeral services were
Hill Brethren in Christ
liam R. Hoke officiating.
Mote Cemetery, Darke

held in the Pleasant
Church, Pastor WilInterment was in the
County.

ENGLE—Mrs. Sadie Hoffman Engle was
born September 12, 1877, at Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania, and passed away October 15, 1966,
at Abilene, Kansas. Her parents moved to
Kansas in 1879. At fourteen she united with
the Brethren in Christ church and remained
a faithful
member, concerned with
the
church's program in missions and education.
In 1925 she was united in marriage to Elmer
G. Engle who predeceased her in 1956.
She is survived by two of her eleven
brothers and sisters, and two step-sons: Everett
Engle, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Donald
Engle, Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.
Funeral services were held in the Abilene
Brethren in Christ Church, Pastor Glenn A.
Hensel officiating. Interment was in Abilene
Cemetery.
MYERS—Anna B. Chance Myers was born
October 20, 1880, in Caldwell, Kansas, and
passed away October 18, 1966. She, when a
child, moved to Oklahoma. In 1916 she was
united in marriage to Silas P. Myers, who
preceded her in death. Mrs. Myers was converted at an early age, became a member of
the Brethren in Christ Church, then changed
her membership to the Evangelical United
Brethren Church of Thomas after moving
there in 1944. She was a devoted mother and
friend, uncomplaining in her months of illness and hospitalization.
She is survived by two children: Loran,
Oklahoma City, and Arda, at home; three
sisters and three grandchildren also survive.
Funeral services were held in the Bethany
Brethren in Christ Church, Rev. Mervin Crawford officiating, assisted by Pastor Henry
Landis. Interment was in the Mound Valley
Cemetery, Thomas, Oklahoma.
WiLLiAMS-Mrs. Mattie Williams, St. Williams, Ontario, passed away in Victoria Hospital, London, Ontario, October 28, 1966, in
her seventy-first year. She was a member of
the Brethren in Christ Church at Houghton
Centre. She married Lee Williams in 1916.
Surviving are her husband; two sons: Elmer,
Calgary, Alberta, and Ronald, Dunnville, Ontario; three daughters: Mrs. Elsie Long,
Langton; Mrs. Edith Bolton, and Mrs. Fern
Gwinnen, Dunnville. Five sisters, one brother,
nineteen grandchildren and five great-grandchildren also survive.
Funeral services were conducted in the
Ballard Funeral Home, Dunnville, with her
former pastor, Rev. Edward Gilmore, officiating. Rev. Basil Long assisted. Interment was
in Turner's Comer Cemetery.
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Churches To Welcome Negro Pastor
Whose Home Was Set Afire
Members of the Protestant community in
this Cleveland suburb, Westlake, will be given
a chance to sign a statement of welcome to a
Negro clergyman whose home was burned by
an arsonist before his family could move into
it.
The statement was drawn up by nine
clergymen and copies of it were placed in
their churches for action by members. It said:
"To the Rev. and Mrs. John R. Compton
and family:

Evangelical Visitor

"We, the undersigned residents of Westlake and adjacent communities wish to express
our goodwill to you and a friendly welcome
to the community.
"We abhor the violence which has postponed your arrival among us and assure you
of our continuing intent to help you make
your living here a pleasant experience."
Mr. Compton, first Xegro to be named
associate secretary of the Ohio Society of
Christian Churches, was to move from Cincinnati to his new home in early October.
Fire broke out shortly after the original
owner moved. The fire, causing $10,000- $15,000 damage, has delayed his move here but
the clergyman said it would not stop him
from coming into the Cleveland suburb.
Seminary Professors Urge Methodist
Revision of Rules On Abstinence
Two professors from
The
Methodist
Church's Candler School of Theology in Atlanta want the denomination to revise its long
standing requirement that pastors and congregational officers abstain from all use of
alcoholic beverages.
Writing in the September 22 issue of the
Christian Advocate, a weekly journal for pastors and church leaders, Quentin L. Hand,
assistant professor of psychology and pastoral
counseling, and Jack T. Sanders, assistant professor of New Testament, called for "careful
rethinking" of the Methodist position, followed by appropriate changes in the Methodist Discipline.
Historically, the authors said, Methodists
adopted abstinence as an expression of Christian commitment, as a means of demonstrating
Christian concern for others—primarily alcoholics—and "as a measure of discipline for
some church members."
'Affluent Church' Members Held
Stingy in Giving
Members of so-called affluent churches are
less generous than are members of poor
churches, a Presbyterian minister told the
annual Minnesota School of Missions.
The Rev. Robert K. Hudnut, pastor of St.
Luke Presbyterian church, Minnetonka, Minn.,
said that the Church of the Nazarene and
the Church of God, both described as "poor
people's" Churches, are far out in front of
their nearest competitors in giving.
"Presbyterians who are far wealthier, are
6th, $70 per capita behind the Church of the
Nazarene," he reported. "Episcopalians are
10th. The United Church of Christ is 14th."
Mr. Hudnut observed that the Presbyterians,
Episcopalians and United Church of Christ
constitute the three "highest class" denominations in America.
"And it strikes me as naive, to say the
least," Mr. Hudnut said, "for affluent church
members to decry the spread of communism
around the world when they are so enchanted
with its greatest competitor, Christianity, that
they give to Christianity's foreign mission
work the grand average of four cents a week.
Does Your Pastor Qualify For
Anti-Poverty Funds?
Southern Baptists should begin the war on
poverty in their parsonages, the California
Southern Baptist declared editorially, holding
that the pastor's salary should be on a par
with the incomes of members of his congregation.
"Many of our pastors have been shocked
to discover that they could qualify for sqme
types of assistance under President Johnson's
war on poverty," an editorial in the Sept. 22
issue of the weekly journal stated.
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Baptist Pastor Fired For Segregation Stand
The Tattnall Square Baptist Church on the
edge of the Mercer University Campus in
Macon, Ga., has fired its pastor, assistant
pastor and music director because of their
stand against segregation. The summer long
dispute came to a climax Sunday, September
25 when a Mercer student from Ghana tried
to attend t h e 75-year-old Baptist Church.
The pastor, Rev. Dr. Thomas J. Holmes;
assistant pastor, Douglas Johnson; and music
director, Jack W. Jones were asked by 259
to 189 vote to resign their posts.
Baptist pastors meeting in Atlanta the following day voted to commend the three fired
church leaders for "maintaining a Christ-like
spirit in the matter."

Korea will serve as interim director of the
W. R. C. center at Hue. He will spend approximately two weeks in Vietnam every other
month.
Vietnam Christian Service is the joint relief and service program of the Mennonite
Central Committee, Church World Service,
and Lutheran World Relief.

Consultation on Faithfulness
In International Conflict
A consultation on "Faithfulness to Christ
in Situations of International Conflict" is being convened by the Mennonite Central Committee in Minneapolis, December 2-4.
Seventy-five persons, representing a variety
of points of view in Mennonite and Brethren
in Christ churches, are being invited.
Dr. Mclntire Hits U N I C E F Drive,
"Our purpose," states the prospectus for the
Asks Funds For ICCC
consultation, "is to seek to understand what
An appeal that contributions be sent to the faithfulness to Christ means for the church
relief agency of the ultra-fundamentalist In- in situations of international conflict. In doing
ternational Council of Christian Churches, this we intend to focus our attention on the
instead of to the United Nations Children's conflict now taking place in Vietnam—conFund ( U N I C E F ) , during October was made stantly bearing in mind that this is but one
by Dr. Carl Mclntire, president of the ICCC. example of the discord that has and will in
He said that Christians should support the all likelihood continue to characterize the reICCC's International Christian Relief and not lations between nations."
the annual U N I C E F Hallowe'en
appeal,
Resource persons will include Donald R.
charging that the U N I C E F "like all U.N. Jacobs, missionary under the Eastern Mencommittees represents Communist interests."
nonite Board of Missions and Charities in
Dr. Mclntire contended that the U N I C E F Tanzania; Atlee Beechy, recently returned
budget last year "helped pay the salary of a director of Vietnam Christian Service; and
Russian spy in this country" who was sub- John H. Yoder, faculty member at Goshen
College Biblical Seminary.
sequently arrested.
During tire past several months the United
"Christians," he said, "should put their
gifts where they know they will be used to States Government has steadily intensified the
advance the cause of Christ while relieving war in Vietnam. Some members of MCC constituent bodies have felt they should protest
suffering."
this escalation to responsible leaders, and
during the past six months several approaches
C. N. Hostetter Makes Observations
have been made to officials in Washington
About Project in Hue, Vietnam
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., who made an ad- and Ottawa, including the President.
Many other members of Mennonite and
ministrative visit to the World Relief Commission (N.A.E.) center at Hue, Vietnam, in Brethren in Christ churches h i v e deep reservalate September, reports that the area within tions about such protests. They feel that this
40 miles of the center had an estimated sort of action violates the principle of separation of church and state.
240,000 refugees as of September 26, 1966.
It became clear to the executive committee
Hostetter, who serves as chairman of both
the World Relief Commission and the Men- of the MCC Peace Section that the crisis in
nonite Central Committee, described the Vietnam was raising questions of fundamental
importance which needed to be considered by
project at Hue as follows:
"This multitude of refugees has placed a the constitutent groups. With the encouragenew and larger dimension of responsibility ment of the MCC executive committee, they
on the World Relief Commission. Our staff consequently decided to call the consultation
has been working zealously to develop a at Minneapolis.
The spirit of the event is to be one of open
sound Food for Work program and to make
provisions for vocational training for these sharing and searching. Many viewpoints will
be expressed. "This consultation," says the
refugees.
"The center of W. R. C. activity is a 25- prospectus," is intended to be a visible conacre farm on the outskirts of Hue. Fifteen fession of our need for each other in discerning
acres are now owned by the National Evan- God's will for us in this crisis . . . The end
result of this effort will, we hope, be a deeper
gelical Church and 10 acres are rented.
Vietnam Christian Service, of which MCC understanding of Christ's calling for us in
is a member, provided a $10,000 grant to situations of international conflict, and especbuild two much needed buildings. The one ially in Vietnam."
The meeting, which will begin Friday evewill provide a kitchen and dining room
facility, four classrooms, and shop space for ning, December 2, and conclude Sunday,
blacksmithing and woodworking. The other December 4, will be held in the Minnesota
will be used as sewing room for refugee Protestant Center.
women and a workshop for crafts and small
Another Moody Building To Grace
industries.
"On the farm, pigs, chickens, farm crops, Chicago Skyline
The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago
and vegetables are raised with a three-fold
purpose: ( 1 ) to support the program, ( 2 ) to plans to erect a complex of buildings, inprovide employment in a Food for Work cluding a 20 story dormitory, according to an
program, and ( 3 ) to teach the people how announcement made by Dr. William Culbertson, president of the school.
to produce more food.
The buildings will include the dormitory,
"In the building operations and farm work,
325 people were employed during September. housing 526 men; a dining room and kitchen;
Most of the payment for this work has been a student center; and new heating and power
in food. Approximately 4,000 people receive facilities.
support directly from the base project."
The new structures will replace outmoded
After C. N. Hostetter's visit to Korea, it buildings and bring the men students towas announced that J. Elmer Kilbourne of gether in one dormitory.
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MARRIAGE—Continued from page nine
ing divorce. Seek competent professional help from a professional marriage counselor, psychologist, physician, clergyman, or a family service agency.
Staying married today is an accomplishment that requires considerable effort. Being successful in marriage
demands the best in all of us. The road is bordered by
precipices, and there are recurring mirages of happiness.
As a person proceeds, he stumbles over those who started
before him but failed. Only for people who rank their
marriage high in their system of values is there a favorable
probability that they will be able to preserve it.
With those individuals who can and do save their
marriage rests the hope for the continuation of marriage.
If they fail, the forces of social change may break through
the membrane of resistance to the dissolution of marriage
as a social institution. People need to lift their hearts to
their marriage. Follow its demands of cooperative mutual
improvement. Yield to its inspiration. Hold fast to its
meaning. For the rewards of a successful marriage are the
most abundant living.
George D. Demos is Dean of Students, California State College at
Long Beach and President, California State Marriage Counseling
Association. Bruce Grant is a Counseling Psychologist, California
State College at Long Beach.

Place of Beauty
Dorothy C. Haskin
"Do you not know that your body is a temple of the
Holy Spirit within you, which you have from God" (I Cor.
6:19, The Berkeley Version).
The Japanese home is a place of beauty, achieved in
part by its simplicity. Where the western influence has not
influenced the people, life is lived on the floor. It is covered with straw matting, called tatami, and quite comfortable. Around the wall, there are many sliding doors
behind which are kept quilts, cushions, clothes, books and
other possessions.
On one side of the wall there is what appears to the
western eye to be a low shelf. It is about five inches from
the floor and about five feet long. Actually it is the
tokonoma or place of beauty. Above it is usually hung a
scroll with a picture and on it flowers attractively arranged.
These are changed from day to day or as necessary.
In the mists of time when this tokonoma became a part
of each Japanese home, it was not a place for flowers and
scroll. Rather it was a place of honor (that is why it is
slightly above the floor). On it, the Emperor could sleep if
he stopped at a home. He rarely came but every home
was ready for him. In time, the flowers and scroll, or
place of beauty, became one way to honor the Emperor.
How quickly the mind of the Christian sees the spiritual
application! There should always be a place in our hearts
for God to dwell, and this place, a place of beauty. It is
a great mystical thought to realize that our bodies, so
easily dirty, can be the place of dwelling of the infinite
God. Yet it is a frequent promise of Scripture. "For thus
says the high and lofty One who inhabits eternity, whose
name is Holy: I dwell in the high and holy place; I also
dwell with him who is contrite in spirit and lowly" (Isa.
57:15) and "Christ in you, the Hope of glory" (Col. 1:27).
It is a mysterious statement—that in some way which
we do not understand the Almighty God lives within us.
But it is true. Therefore, in recognition
_^____^_^__
of this fact, we should live our lives as
worthy as a human sinner can so that
the Omnipotent God may dwell in us.
Our lives, our bodies, should be a place
of beauty for our King.
(16)

CHILDREN'S CORNER
It's My Life!
Not long ago, a boy named Randy Jones was caught
throwing spitballs in English class at Belmont School in
Denver, Colorado. His teacher, Miss Linda R. Lawrence,
asked Randy to write a note to his parents describing
what he had done. She also told Randy that he must bring
the note back with his parents' name signed on it. This is
the note which Randy took home:
Dear Mom and Dad,
You must sign this note for school tomorow because
I was shooting spit wads in school. Is this what you
expect me to do in school? (comment)
RANDY

The next day Randy showed his teacher the answer
his mother had written. Here are some of the things
she said:
No, Son,
This is not what I expect from you. There are some
things, though, that I do expect. One of these would be
that you learn to spell the word "tomorrow" correctly.
[He had carelessly spelled it with only one "r".] But, even
more important, I would expect you to prepare yourself
for "tomorrow," the tomorrow when you will no longer be
a boy, full of devilish energy that seems to be peculiar to
boys, but the tomorrow that is so very close, though it
seems to be so far away; the tomorrow when you will be
a young man.
I do expect you to use the mind God gave you for more
important things than developing your aim with a spit
wad. I expect you to take full advantage of the opportunity
you have been given to enlarge your world, and to gain
in both intellect and spirit through the knowledge that
is available to you: the excitement of a good book; the
correct usage of language; the appreciation of a fine work
of art; the brotherhood of nations; the sense of the absolute
that is mathematics; the fascinating mysteries of the world
we live in; the feeling of security that comes from selfdiscipline.
There is very little demand, I find, for expert spit-wad
shooters; but there is a huge demand for young men with
a sense of responsibility toward themselves and to the
world around them. I expect you to do what you know
to be the right thing, and not to do those things you know
are wrong. I guess, most of all, some day I expect you to
be a fine young man that mom and dad can be proud of.
MOM

P.S. If I have used any words that you don't understand,
I also expect you to look them up.
—Adapted from Ladies Home Journal, June 1965 page
10, by permission.
Remember what Randy's mother said: "There is very
little demand, I find, for expert spit-wad shooters; but there
is a huge demand for young men with a sense of responsibility toward themselves and to the world around
them." -DM}
Light and Life Press, Donald M. Joy.
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